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Let P be a convex polygon of the euclidean plane, with p vertices. P shali be decomposed 
into f convex polygons P, (j = 1, . l . , f). A point A of the plane is a “vertex of the decomposed 
polygon P”, if A is a vertex of one of the P,, Let e, (i ~2) be the number of i-valent vertices of 
the decomposed polygon I? The present paper deals with the decomposition of a convex p-gon 
into f convex polygons, realizing numbers ei of i-vatent vertices, 
Let P be a convex polygon of the euclidean plane, with p vertices. P shall be 
deesmposed into f convex polygons Pj (j = 1, , . , , j), which means 
(i) P= lJ{-, 4, 
(ii) 4, II P,,-& # jz) has no interior points, 
(iii) no vertex of a polygon P or P, is in the relative interior of an edge of 
another polygon. 
A segment of the plane is an edge of the decomposed polygon P, if the segment is 
an edge of one of the P,. A point A of the plane is a vertex of the decomposed 
polygon P, if A is a vertex of one of the Pi. Let e be the number of vertices of the 
decomposed polygon P. [2] determines those p, f, e, which can be realized as the 
number e of vertices of a convex p-gon decomposed into f convex polygons. [4], 
[S] and [l] study decompositions of polygons satisfying only (i) and (ii). [4] 
discusses plane figures (not necessarily convex) which can be decomposed into f 
figures, congruent o one another and similar to the original figure. [8] classifies 
for f=4 all decompositions of a convex polygon P into congruent polygons Pj 
which are similar to P. [l] shows that a convex polygon P decomposable into f 
congruent polygons Pi, all similar to P, must be (for every f > 1) a triangle or 
quadrangle. 
Let now fi (i > 3) be the number of polygons Pi or P having i edges, and let ei 
(i a 2) be the number of i-valent vertices of the decomposed polygon P. 
Eberhard’s theorem (see for example [6, p. 351) and papers closely related to it 
give answers to questions like this: Let be given sequences of nonnegative integers 
cf3, f& fS, f,, fe, . . . 9 fJ and h, es,. . . 9 enI resp. (f3, f~, fa, . . . 9 fm) and e3 = es = 
e6=... = 0 resp. (f3, f4, . , . , fm) and e4 = e, = l . l = 0, Is there a decomposition of 
a convex polygon into convex polygons, realizing these values and such that the 
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Theorem 1, If there is a decomposition of u conwex pgon P into f convex polygons 
pr (j=L*JL realizing numbers el(i 3 2) af i-talent vertices, then 
e3+2e,+3e,+4e6+e 0 #=2f-2 (0 
and 
frg+4-2e,-e3+es+2~?~+I a a. (2) 
Proo& Clearly 
Let k be the number of edges of the decomposed P, then 
k ==$(2e2+3e3+4e,+* l 9. (6) 
Euler’s theorem yields 
e+f=k+l. (7) 
2 . (7) together with (4) and (6) establishes (1). 
4 l (7) together with (3), (4), (5), (6) yields 
Therefore 
f af+p+4-2e,-e,+e,+2e,+*. l . 
Theorem 2. If there is a decomposition of a convex p-gon P into f convex polygons 
Pj (i=l,*ee,f), realizing numbers ei (i 3 2) of i-ualent vertices with e2 = 0, then 
ef+l=ef+2=--=O; 
nioreower ef = 0 provided f> p > 3. 
(8) 
Pro&. Let E be a vertex of the decomposed P, and 2, the valence of E. Suppose 
E is a vertex or” P. Then the valence of E is greater by 1 than the number of 
The numbers p=3, f=s, e&k e.&, e4se,= 1, 66=&= ( v 9 43 sstiarfy the 
reMian (l), (2) and (8) esltabllaheld in the theorems above, If there w&e a 
decomposition 00 a 3qgon realizing thaBe numbers, the decomposed polygon 
would have 5 verticee, and there would be a Svalent vertex, which is impossible, 
Therefore we are now looking for sufficient conditions, The case e2 = 0 seems to 
be especially interesting. Henceforth we shall assume 2 = 0 tacitly. 
Tk00em 3. Let the integers f, p with f S p and the integers ea, e4, . . . satisfy 
conditions (1) and (8). Let k be the greatest integer with ef_k+I = ef_k+2 =. 8 l = 0 
and satisfying the condition 0~ 2k G f - p. Then, if there are “enough” 3 - vnlent 
and IO-vafent vertices, namely 
and 
(9 
e3+2e4af-min{19 ef-k~-26p.36el_~,09 (10) 
where 6.. . is the Kronecker delta, there exists a decomposition of a convex p-gon 
into f convex polygons such that ei is the number of i-valent vertices. 
Proof. For convenience we introduce the following terminology: Vertices (resp. 
edges) of a decomposed polygon P will be called outer vertices (resp. edges), if 
they are vertices (resp. edges) of the polygon P, otherwise inner vertices (resp. 
edges). If $: = (e& is a sequence, a sequence 8’. l = (ei)F& will be called a block 
of 8!? provided O~e;ee,; 8 is split into the blocks 8, : = (eij’);“& (j = 1, . . . , h), if 
c I”_1 ej’) = e,. In general a sequence is splittable into blocks in different ways, but 
on the other hand the blocks splitting a sequence uniquely determine the 
sequence. The number c3 + 2e4 + 3e, + l 9 l is the weight c 8 of the sequence 58. 
Thus the weight of a sequence is equal to the sum of the weights of the blocks, into 
which the sequence is split. The sequence 8 is called convex (f, p)-realizable, if 
there exists a decomposition of a coiivex p -gon into f convex polygons uch that 
ei is the number of i-valent vertices. 
We need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. (a) Let the nonnegatiz:e integers a, 3 a2 3 a3 satisfy 
. 
a1 + a2a3 as even 
a1<az+a3 
(11) 
(12) 
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or instead of (12) the following both conditions 
a1 =a2+a+3 
a+ 1. 
Then there exists a decomposition f a 3qgon P into f : = al + d2+a3 convex 
polygons such that 
a.\, and 
kmma 
NOW, in 
Ca2+23 
Fig. 1 
Las+23 Ca2+23 
Fig. 2 
Las+23 
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I)rset, BWNW the s@quenW (eJ.64, . , . , ej 3 0, . . ,) is assumed to be COIIWX 
(fi pkealizable, there exists a convex pgon P decomposable into f convex 
polygons, and the decomposed P has a vertex V with the valence 1, j a 4 without 
loss of generality. Let K,, . . . , Kj be the edges emanating from V, denoted in such 
a way that K1 meets uccessively &, . . . , Kj, if K1 is positively turned round V, In 
the case of an outer vertex V, we may assume K1 and K’ to be outer edges. Being 
turned from Ki, to K,, (iI, i2 G j) K, passes an angle oi,i2e Because of the convexity 
of the polygons decomposing P, cy 12 and oj_lj are <IT. Thus there exists a line L’ 
with K,, K2,. . . , Ki on one side, and KI+1,. . . , Kj-1, Ki on the other one (I, i - 12 
2); let L c L’ be a ray emanating from V and passing through q,. Let now 
v29 v,, l 9 ’ 9 K-1, vi = VI+*, VI+29 l ’ ’ 9 Vi_ 1 be (not necessarily different) points 
on L, such that no point Vi is further away from V than V, (2 G i s j - l), and such 
that V2,. . . , V’ are labelled in the natural order of L, and VI+1, . . . , Vi-1 are 
labelled in the inverse order of L. Let Vi be the endpoint of Ki different from V. 
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We replace now each’ I&t (2 s i sj - 1) by the edge joining Vi to V, and add the 
edges joining points V, V,, and V,, on L next to each other. If we have chosen the 
points Vi close enough to V, and if we displace now the points Vz, . . . , V,_1 
suitably and not too far away from L, we get a further decomposition of P into 
convex polygons, where the j-valent vertex V is replaced. If all the points 
v,, v,, : . . , F-19 v, = 6+1, VL2, ’ ’ l Y Vi_1 are different, V is replaced by j -2 
3-valent vertices; we have got a convex u, p)-realization of a sequence, which can 
be split into the blocks 
(e3,e4,. . ,ej_l,ej-1, ej+l,. . .) and (ei= j-2,0,. . .). 
If points 
sequences 
v, 
in 
coincide suitably, we get convex (f9 p)-realizations of the 
question. 
Now we continue the proof of Theorem 3. Let f, p with f *p and e3, e,, . z . be 
integers atisfying the conditions of Theorem 3. We split the sequence (e3, e,, . . .) 
into suitable blocks. Let be 
ei’): =f-2k -min{l, ef_k}, 
ey):=e5 :=. . . (1) =o, 
(2) e4 : = min Ik - $&f&f_k.o, e41, 
ey) : = 2( k - 6&S% *,J - 2ei2’, 
(2). - (2) es ._e6 :=*a l = 0, 
(3). _ t?i •-ei-e!‘)-e~2) (i=3,4,, a ,), 
The relation k -$ p,3 6e,_,U~ 0 holds only for k = 0, p f 3, ef+ = 0; ef-k f 0 to= 
gether with the definition of k yields k = [$(f - p)] thus f = 4 and consequently 
Q=&=L l * = 0 and eg = 6 by (1), which is obviously P (4,3)-realizable s quence. 
Therefore we may assume without loss of gaxz!i$y ei”, ei2) a 0 (t a 3). Moreover 
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where k is the greatest integer such that 
ef_k+l = ef_k+z = l ’ ’ = 0, 
(16) together with (8) implies that k is an integer with the property 
If ef_& = 0, then k = [&f- p)]. 
If ef.+>o, then OskG@(f-p)], (17) 
especially for f > p > 3: 1 G k G [&(f - p)]. 
Our aim is to replace in (17) 9-k by ei?km Since epk = ef+ for f - k 3 5, this has 
to be discussed only for f - k = 3,4. Suppose f - k = 3. ‘I’hen the inequality 
0 e k s [$(f - p)] implies p = 3 and k = 0, thus f = 3 and k = [i(f - p)]. Suppose 
f - k = 4. Then the inequality 0 G k G g(f - p)] implies either p = 3 and k = 0, 1, 
thus f=4 resp. f=5, or p=4 and k=O, thus f=4; and in any case we have 
k = [$(f- p)]. This means that for f- k = 3 or 4 the inequality 0~ k ~[$(f- p)] 
corresponding in (17) to q-k > 0 implies always k = [$(f - p)], the value of k for 
ef+ =O. Because of q-k 2 epk (17) remains thus true, if we replace ef_k by e:‘_‘k. 
Thus it is enough to (f, p)-realize (fa p) each sequence (e,, e4, . . .) with weight 
2f - 2 and being splittable into the blocks 
(e y, 0, . . .) , where e:l)= f-2k -min (1, ef+), 
(e 52), e$?), 0, . . .), where ei2) + 2ea) = 2( k - Sp,3&,+_k,0) 2 0  
(d$ e!f’, . . . , f k9 e’3_’ 0 ) 9”‘) 
where k is an integer satisfying 
Repeated application of Lemma 2 shows now, that in order to prove Theorem 
3 we need only (f, p)-realize (PB p) each mquenee @ : = tea, cd, . . J with weight 
C 8 = If= 2 and being sg!!ttab!e into the blocks 
where k is an integer satisfying ( 18). 
We complete the proof by mnddering several cases, 
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Case 1: p = 3, ei?& > 0. Then 
O~k4Cf-3)], e$“=f-2k-1, ey) = k, 
and 
c &=(2f-2‘,-C s,-c &=(f-k-2)+(k+l). 
Now we have to (f, 3)-realize (f a 3) each sequence being splittable into the blocks 
8, = (e\‘) = f-2k-l,O,...), 
g2 = (0, ea) = k, 0, . . .), 
i&:=(0 ,..., O,e’f4_‘,=1,0 ,... ), 
8, : = (e$?, . . . , ei?$ - 1, . . .), 
where 18, = k + 1 and 0 s k s [& 3)]. 
By Lemma 2 each such sequence is (j’, 3)-realizable, if we can u, 3)-realize 
(f 2 3) each sequence being splittabk: into the blocks 
8, =(f-2k - 1, 0, . . .), 
&=(O,k,O ,... ), 
i!& = (0,. . . ,0, eyk = l,O, . . .), 
84:=(0 ,..., O,e1;5&=1,0 ,... ), 
with 0 G k s [$(f - 3)]. 
Fig. 5 shows the principle of the desired realization for k = 0, and adding k edges 
emanating from a before 3-valent outer vertex according to Fig. 6 gives the 
desired realization for any k s [$(f - 3)]. 
Case 2: p “3, e’i21k=0. 
’ Then k = [$(f-- 3)]. For fs 5 we have to realize 3-dent vertices and at most 
one 4-valent vertex, which can be done by the methods of Case 1 using Lemma 2. 
Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
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For fa 6 we always have f- k 3 5, thus epk = q-k = 0. We have thus to u, 3)- 
realize cfa 6) each sequence being splittable into the blocks 
% = (es (I) = 4,0, . . .), 
8Y2 = (0, ea) =;(f-6), 0;. . .), f even 
8, = (et31 et3) 3 , 4 , . . . , eFk-_19 0,. . . ) where C g3 = f, 
@& = (e:” = 3,0, . . .), 
g2 = (0, e$? =$cf-5), 0,. . .), fodd 
g3 = (ecn et3) 3 , 4 ,. . &?)k-_1909.. . ) where C g3 = f, 
I 
with k = [#- 3)]. 
By Lemma 2 the required realization exists, if we are able to split the sequence 
g3 into blocks g4, &, &, such that there exists an cf, 3).realization of the 
sequence having the blocks & g2, %i : = (0, . . . , 0, e$!ki+2 = 1, 0, . . .) (j = 4,5,6). 
Case 2.1: Let f be even. Using the fact that the weight of the sequence SE3 is 
the sum of the weights of the blocks splitting g3, we shall split the sequence g3 
into blocks g4, &, %!& : Of all blocks of & let be %Y4 the block with greatest weight 
1 &cf-k-2=@. Then since e$!!k = 0 we may choose blocks &, SK6 with C &, 
I& 3 1. Moreover, if c 8J4 <if’ then I%!&, 1 S&, < if, for otherwise for example 
I& 3 if, i.e. if 3 f-x g, > c 8, in contradiction to the definition of 8,; thus 
always 1 g4 Sc &, c &,. Without loss of generality c Z5 2 c &. Thus the integers 
C~4Km=mG satisfy the conditions of Lemma l(a). Because f = 
1 g4+c Z!& +I %, there exists an u, 3)-realization of the sequence having the 
blocks 
81=(4,0,...), 
8f2 = (0,3j%), 0, . . J, 
S$=(O,. . . ,0,e$f&4+2= LO,. . .), 
S$=(O ,..., 0,e$,+2=1,0 ,... ), 
Q=(O ,..., 0,eg&,+2=1,0 ,... ), 
as claimed. 
Case 2.2: Let f be odd. We need consider only fa7. By Lemma 2 we may 
assume without loss of generality ei3’ # f, thus e, (3) 2 1 for a certain 1> 3. The 
sequence g3 : = 
(e’i3’) : = (eij3’, . . . , ei3-‘1 + 1, ei3’- 1, . . . , e(f3-)k_1 = e((&~_k’_l, 0, . . .), 
where 1 &=f--1, k’=[;((f-1)-3)], 
can as before be split into blocks e4 = @I”‘), &, &,, such that the sequence being 
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splittable into the blocks 
%,:= (4,0, l . J, 
&:= (0, $((f-- I)-6 0,. . J, 
8 -L:=(O ,..., 0,ey&,+2=1,0 ... ), 
% -$=(O ,..., 0,e$&+2=1,0 ,... ), 
8 -A:=(0 ,..., 0.,eg&,+2=1,0 ,...) 
is (f - I, 3)-realizable, according to Lemma l(a). Since Zi?, 2 1 we have for 
example Z!‘,?, 2 1. Adding in the above decomposition one edge joining the 
(I@$ + 2)-valent outer vertex with a suitable 3-valent inner vertex we obtain bY 
Lemma 1 (b) an (f, 3).realization of the sequence being splittable into the blocks 
8,=(3,0,. ..), 
8, = (0, $(f - 5), 0, . . .), 
8 -i:=(O ,... r0,e~&,+2+,=l,0 ,... ), 
iFi& =(0, . * I 9 0, e$&,+* = 1, 0, . . .), 
i&=(0 ,...., 0,e$+2=1,0 ,... ). 
Now we define 8, : = (Z’;‘), . . . , Zf!!, - 1, Zi4’ -t 1, . . .). 5Z4, S&, I&, split the sequence 
&, and we have c g4 = 1 g4 + 1. Therefore the above realization is the desired 
one. 
Case 3: p>3, f =p. 
Then k = 0, and we have to (f, D-realize each sequence with weight 2f - 2 and 
being splittable into the blocks 
8, =(e:“=f-min(l,ef},O,. . .), 
& = (0, e(42) = 0, 0, . . .), 
5!& = (e:“), eB’, . . . , ei3), 0, . . .). 
Then obviously ey) = eP If et”’ > 0, then ey’ = 1 and ei3) = 1. If ey’ = 0, we use 
I _ ~n-ywvcJ 3 Thus it is enough to (f, f)-realize the sequence (e3 = f, 0, . . . , 0, ef = 
l,O,. . . j,dihich is done in Fig. 7. 
Fig. 7 
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Case 4: p>3, f>p, e&>O. 
Then e’:‘=f-2k-l, ey’= k, CS&=(f-k-2)+&+1), and l~k~[$Cf-p)], 
thus f 2 p + 2. By Lemma 2 it is sufficient o (f, p)-realize (f 2 p + 2) each sequence 
being splittable into the blocks 
is, = (e:‘) = f- 2k - 1, 0, . . .), 
8, = (0, ey’ = k, 0,. . .), 
8 4:=(0 ,..., O,epk=l,O ,... ), 
8 5:=(0 ,..., O,efl,=l,O ,... ), 
with 1 s k s Ecf - p)]. Fig. 8 shows the principle of the desired realization for 
k = 1, and adding k - 1 edges emanating from a before 4-valent outer vertex 
according to Fig. 9 gives the desired realization for any k s [i(f - p)]. 
Case 5: p>3, f>p, epk=O. 
Then k =&f-p)] and therefore f-k 3 5, thus er_k = e:“_k = 0. We have to 
(j’, p)-realize (f > p) each sequence being splittable into the blocks 
8,=(e:“=p+l,O,. . .), 
g2 = (0, ei*) =$If--p- l), 0,. . .), f-p odd 
g3 = (et3) e13) 3 9 4 ). . . 9 e~k-lr0,. . .) where 18, = f- 2, I 
8,=(e:“=p,O,. . .) 
Z!J2 =(0, ei*’ = sf-PI, 0, l l 3 f-P even 
g3 = (e:“‘, ei3’ , . . . , e:3_)k_l, 0,. . . ) where c g3=f-2, 1 
with k = [#- p)]. 
By Lemma 2 the required realization exists, if we are able to split the sequences 
g3 into blocks g4, &, %& such that there exists an u, p)-realization of the 
sequence having the blocks &, g2, and Si =(0, . . . ,0, e&,+,= l,O, . . .) 
(j = 4,5,6). 
(5 
e4 0: e 3 
Fig. 8 Fig. 9 
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&se 5.1: Let f - p be odd. If 8, is splittable into blocks 8T4, & with 0 G 
C8,-C%&p-2, then we even have :c &-~&~p-3, since x58,= 
1 5!T4 + I& = f - 2 and since f - p is odd. Moreover, together with f > p it follows 
C B4 > 0. Fig. 10 gives a realization in the case of 1 g5 -c & = p - 3. That we 
decrease this difference, leaving constant the sum c 8T5 +c &, corresponds to that 
we take off in Fig. 10 suitable edges emanating from the (c &+ 2+ p - 3)-valent 
inner vertex and add them in the (c %T4 +2)-valent vertex according to Fig. 11. 
It remains thus the possibility, that %Y3 is not splittable into two blocks with 
difference of the weights up - 2. Since epk = 0, 5& is nevertheless splittable into 
two blocks & & such that the weight of each block is ~0, and C 8,3x %&. Let 
Fig. 10 Fig. 11 
&, 8, be chosen so that 18, -I& is minimal; by assumption we have 1 Z& - 
C&z p-1.Then~~4~#-p-1)=k,thus~%&~f-~-2.1nviewof ei?k=O 
we conclude that & is splittable into blocks Z&, %,, with weights >O. Then 
&, &, & split &, and because the difference of c 8, and C %T5 was minimal, we 
have 
-i-he integers 
c ~~-1~C~,-I~C$,-(p-3)a2 
have now the properties 
(CQ-1)+(~qj-1)+(C&-(P-3))=f-p-1 
is even, and 
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Thus it is easy to see, that the integers c %h - 1, c S& - 1, c 58, - (p - 3) + 2 have 
the properties that their sum is even and that the sum of two of them is not 
smaller than the third one, that is they satisfy the conditions of Lemma l(a). 
There exists thus a decomposition of a 3-gon P into f - p + 1 convex polygons, 
such that from the outer vertices emanate c &, - 1, c Z?& - 1 and c 8, - p + 5 inner 
edges, and there are $(f - p + 3) inner vertices, 4 of which are 3-valent, the other 
$(f - p - 5) ones are 4,valent. We embed this 3-gon into a p-gon according to Fig. 
12, which realizes the sequence being splittable into the blocks 
&=(p+l,O,. . .), 
et,: =(0&f-p-3),0,. . .), 
&:=(O ,..., 0,eg&d+2=1,0 ,... ), 
%A:=(0 ,..., 0,e~&6+2=1,0 ,... ), 
8;:=(0 ,..., 0,eg&,+4=1,0 ,... ). 
By Lemma 2 there also exists an u, p)-realization v> p) of the sequence being 
splittable into the blocks 
&=(p+l,O,. . .), 
&=(&$(f--p+l),O,. . .), 
X!!i:=(O ,..., 0,e$?&,+2=1,0 ,... ), 
Sk:=(O ,..., 0,e$&_+2=1,0 ,... ), 
%$:=(O ,..., O,e&+,=l,O,...), 
as claimed. 
Case 5.2: Let f-p be even. Then fa p +2. By Lemma 2 we may assume 
without loss of generality ei3’ # f - 2, thus ei3) 3 1 for a certain I > 3. The sequence 
S# : = (Zi3’) : = (ey), . . . , e’,!!, + 1, ei3)- 1, . . . , e:3_)k_1 = e&I-k~_.I, 0, . . .), 
- zs~t2 
Fig. 12 
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where C&=(f-l)-2, and k’=[$((f-1) -p), can as in the case of odd f-P be 
split into blocks g4 = (5j4)), %, resp. & = (2i4)), &, & such that the sequence being 
splittable into the blocks 
%z 1:=(p+l,O,. ..), 
g,:=(o,;(+1)-p-1),0, l l .x 
8 -i:=(O ,..., 0,e~~4+a=1,0,...), 
8 ‘&:=(O ,..., 0,e&5+2=1,0,...), 
resp. 
GT ,:=(p+l,O,. ..), 
Q=(O,&(f-1)-p-1),0,.. .), 
8 -i:=(O ,..., O,eg&,,,=l,O ,... ), 
%IC -i:=(O ,..., 0,e$$,2=l,0 ,... ), 
@:=(O ,..., O,eg$,+,=l,O,...) 
is (f - I, p)-realizable. Since Zi”_: 3 1 we have for example Zi?$ * 1. Then in either 
case we may add one edge joining the (c g,+2)-valent vertex with a suitable 
3-valent vertex, which gives an (f, &realization of the sequence being splittable 
into the blocks 
~*=(p,O,...), 
$2=(OAf-PM, l l 4, 
% -z:=(O ,..., 0,e&4+2+1=l,0 ,... ), 
%!;=(O,. . .,0,e~&s+2=1,0,. . .), 
‘ip,=(p,b.), 
8, = (0, w--P), 0, l l A 
8 -I::=(0 ,..., 0,e$?&4+2+I=1,0,...), 
gA=(O ,..., 0,e$&6+2=1,0,. ..), 
g;=(o,. . . , 0. eg&,+* =1, 0, . . .). 
Now we define g4 : = (Zy), . . . , if:*_‘, - 1, Pi”,+ 1, . . J. 8f4, S& resp. g4, &, & split 
the sequence &, and we have C g4 = C g4 + 1. Therefore the above realization is 
the desired one. 
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